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MAPPING NEW TERRITORY

T

he start of a new year is always exciting, but it’s
especially so when long-term projects come into
bloom and new initiatives sprout. That’s the case
here at IDSA as we present recommendations to the membership on sweeping governance changes aimed at streamlining and strengthening how our Society functions and as
we launch the first Women+Design Summit this May.
New IDSA Governance Model
On February 4, an historic initiative to streamline and strengthen IDSA’s governance structure went to the membership
for their review and endorsement. The recommendations
reflect more than a year and a half of research and analysis on non-profit best practices for organizations similar to
IDSA. Although the results of the vote have not been officially
announced at the time of this writing, the initiative is expected
to pass. A Governance Task Force, headed by Chair-Elect

Megan Neese, IDSA, led a comprehensive internal review
of both IDSA’s governance challenges as well as an external
review of organizations similar to IDSA that have made the
move from good to great in governance best practices.
The Task Force’s overall charge was to improve the
efficiency and diversity of the Board of Directors through a
series of changes, including:
n
adding interdisciplinary strategic advisers to the Board
of Directors
n
creating two new standing committees to oversee districts and conferences
n
requiring all standing committees to create and
implement an annual plan to submit to the Board of
Directors for its input and approval
n
reducing the size of the Board by moving the District
Vice Presidents off the Board and onto the Districts
Committee, where their focus will be on providing
grassroots support to chapters. The Chapter Vice
President will remain on the Board and oversee the
Districts Committee
n
assigning program portfolios to the At-Large Director
roles (Awards and Conferences)
n
aligning our fiscal year with the Board of Directors
election and term cycle
n
reinvigorating existing councils (Chapters, Sections
and Education) to elevate and escalate issues for the
Board to act upon, and
n
establishing a Past Chairs and Presidents Council to
ensure continuity between past and present leadership.
IDSA to Host First Women in Design Summit
Will 2017 be remembered as the tipping point for women’s
issues in the US—the point at which significant, seemingly
unstoppable events converged to trigger unprecedented
accomplishments? It very well could be if you consider
recent trends and events like the Women’s March on
Washington in January, which ballooned into the largest
demonstration in US history.
Industrial designers appear to be riding the crest of this
wave of change. A few short years ago, industrial designers were overwhelmingly men, but now a random snapshot
inside ID classrooms in the US will likely show an equal split
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between male and female students. Currently, women fill five
of the 13 spots on IDSA’s Board of Directors, including the
Chair-Elect position—only the fourth time in IDSA’s history
that a woman has filled this seat.
To celebrate and build upon these accomplishments,
IDSA is excited to launch our first Women+Design Summit on
May 12, 2017 in San Diego. The program will feature innovative keynote presentations and workshops highlighting past
and future challenges and opportunities for women in design,
both individually and as part of creative, diverse teams.
We expect the summit to reach capacity attendance,
so don’t miss your chance to participate in this truly special
event by registering at www.idsa.org/WomenDesign.
—Daniel Martinage, CAE, IDSA Executive Director
danielm@idsa.org

IDSA Women+Design Summit 2017
Inspiring change by discussing, debating and solving
real world issues impacting women in design.
May 12
Renaissance San Diego in San Diego, CA

Follow the journey #IDSAWomenDesign @IDSA

Learn more, book a room and register for the best rates at
IDSA.org/WomenDesign
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WHAT IS DESIGN?

A

big question, right? My instinct is that in order to
unpack it, we need a framework. We need to think
about three things. First, how has design stayed the
same? Next, how has design changed? And finally, what
might design become? Also, to achieve some additional
level of clarity on this very multifaceted issue, I have imposed
a focus by using only a single word to define each frame.
The word for how it has remained the same is ethic.
Well, first of all, design always keeps its primary mission
front and center. In almost all cases, design and the practice
of designing make the world a better place. Design helps
people to live better and accomplish things that are both
necessary and meaningful. In addition, it provides an outlet
for creative thinking and innovation, which are highly motivating activities to engage in, especially when the manifestation
of that thinking turns into useful things, experiences and
services. That’s when, as a designer, you feel a sense of
accomplishment and euphoria.
The word for how it has changed is speed.

In a connected world, alive with technology and information, speed is the key element of change. The speed at
which design can transform markets and come to market.
The speed at which information is discovered. Think Airbnb
and Uber as models of disruptive business behavior. Think
3D printing and CAD programs, which make short work of
what used to take a long time.
Speed wasn’t my first choice, though. I started out with
methods, but then I thought, sure there are lots of ways to
do things that are new and lots of new constituencies to
consider, especially as design broadens its playing field into
areas like service and experience and digital. But if design’s
ethic remains the same, then the primary difference is more
than just new methods. (Mobile ethnography, after all, is a
variation on ethnography, which is a variation of customer
interviews, something Raymond Loewy’s office had a whole
division of people doing in the ’50s and ’60s.)
And the last question: How will design evolve from
here? In a word, hmmm…

Above: Virgin Spaceship Unity (VSS Unity) glides for the first time after being released from Virgin Mothership Eve (VMS Eve) over the Mojave Desert
on Dec. 3, 2016.
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“So what is design?

It’s a constant ethic enabled by tools changing at a
breathtaking speed leading to the empowerment of everyone.

”

This is the tough one. Would it be virtual or maybe
ethereal or imaginative, experiential?
In 2013, CNN polled noted designers asking them to
name the 12 best, most iconic designs from the past 100
years. They wanted to find out: “Is the much-loved Piaggio
Vespa more iconic than the floppy disk? Is the iPod more
of a design classic than the Airbus A380?” An article by
Monique Rivalland for CNN published on cnn.com on June
28, 2013, revealed the final selections: the Mac, the Vespa,
the escalator, the Virgin Galactic space plane, the AK-47,
the floppy disk, the iPod, the Aeron Chair, Bang & Olufsen
stereo equipment, the Airbus 380 and the Ford Model T.
I suppose it’s not lost on anyone today that these 12
designs are all physical objects, things that are experienced through touch and sight and physical interaction.
Ask that same question again in 2113 and the results might
not include any physical designs at all. Airbnb, for example,
might make the list. While there is a physical aspect to it,
Airbnb’s real delivery is the empowerment it engenders,
the control we have in our hands when we engage with
the service.
When you go to the electronics store to assess your
choices but then go online to make the actual purchase,
what kind of behavior does this foretell? Who is really in
charge of that transaction? In the future when we order
online or interact with a hologram or instruct a company
about what and how to make something specifically for us,
we will be making key decisions that today are made by
someone else or even teams of someone elses.
I am hypothesizing that the future of design will not be
just the where and how decisions get made, but also by
whom. It’s not the company or the factory or the big box
store anymore. It’s you.
Finally, to answer the question of how design will be
different, I am going with the word, which is also a feeling,
empowered. I think design will up the ante in this arena. And
while the design of a new speedboat, for example, today
can empower us to cross the lake, in the future, people—not
designers—will have an important say in how that design is
considered, executed, sold and acquired.
So what is design? It’s a constant ethic enabled by tools
changing at a breathtaking speed leading to the empowerment of everyone.

At least that’s my take. In this issue, the idea of unpacking this very big question inspired INNOVATION to bring in
a very big thinker, someone up to this weighty mission. So
we called on IDSA Past President and esteemed design
thinker Peter Bressler, FIDSA, to be our guest editor. Peter
has assembled an amazing group of noted designers across
a wide spectrum of the field to give us their take on this very
big question. IDSA and INNOVATION would like to thank
Peter and all the authors for their thoughtful contributions
to this issue.
Lastly, to anyone who reads these articles and finds
that you have another take or that you would like to argue
a thought or even completely disagree, please feel empowered to reach out to my email below. I would love to hear
your take on the question.
—Mark Dziersk, FIDSA, INNOVATION Executive Editor
mark@lunar.com

Design IS Business
@IDSA #IDSA17ATLANTA
IDSA International Conference 2017
Aug. 16–19 | Atlanta Marriott Marquis | Atlanta, GA
Learn more at IDSA.org
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D E S I G N DE F I NE D

Designing is as much about creating and
disseminating new knowledge as it is about
creating a new and finished product design.

A NEW & REFINED DEFINITION
OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

T

he Industrial Designers Society of America provides
the following definition: “Industrial Design is the
professional service of creating and developing concepts and specifications that optimize the function, value
and appearance of products and systems for the mutual
benefit of both user and manufacturer.”
I continue to find this definition very useful and telling.
However, after 50 years of professional practice and teaching, I would like to suggest some additions and refinements to
our shared definition and understanding of industrial design.
As designers, we are often preoccupied with the physical products we design and less concerned by how we may
affect an individual user and culture overall. That is, it is easier
to focus on the design of a speedometer, for example, in
terms of shape and graphics than on how a speedometer
design may encourage drivers to speed and, for some, to
die. It is easier to consider the structure and aesthetics of a
dining room table than it is to consider how such an object,
by design, may encourage conversation over dinner and
family continuity over time.
In other words, we are usually preoccupied with the
utility and form of our designs and less able to consider and
incorporate information, cues and prompts into our designs
that may inform, direct, enable, advance and refine human
understanding and behavior. For those designers who do try
to influence human behavior, one person at a time and the
culture at large, it is very difficult to do and even more difficult
to quantify.
I have come to believe that the single most important
objective of industrial design is to create and disseminate
new knowledge and not simply to create beautiful objects.
Designing is the act of inquiry, and the result ought to be the
creation and dissemination of new knowledge delivered by
our often nonverbal and visual designs to all who see and
use the things we create.
New knowledge is created as each designer works
through the projects and problems posed by our clients and
others. As designers work to gather and analyze information,
formulate problem definitions, conceptualize and visualize concepts, assess and refine concepts, and document,
model and present new designs, the designers learn. That is,

they create new knowledge for themselves as a direct result
of designing. What is learned is embedded into each new
design in the form of nonverbal visual language (point, line,
shape, color, light and shadow, texture, scale, mass, symmetry, space, time and composition). Each design speaks
of its unique purpose, place and value of utility, ergonomics, technologies, materials and processes of manufacture,
safety, use and misuse, longevity, and more.
For the end user, new knowledge is gained by observing
a new design and translating nonverbal three-dimensional
form into words, ideas and information about all that is listed
above and more. What the designer has learned by designing, the end user learns by observing and using a product
design. If most or all of what was incorporated into the design
by the designer is perceived by the end user, information is
successfully transmitted and translated. Learning takes place
once again for both the designer and end user.
It isn’t the beautiful form that we should be concerned
with. We should be concerned with how beautiful form
expresses and informs and delivers important information
about how one is to use, enjoy and grow from contact with
our designs. We should be preoccupied with how our work
affects and advances individual human understanding and
behavior and how we can influence the culture one person
at a time by design.
So I say again, the single most important objective of
industrial design is to create and disseminate new knowledge. In addition, the single most important element in industrial design is the individual designer who has the responsibility to learn and then share what is learned as a result of every
new project and design.
Perhaps our profession’s definition should read: Industrial
design is the professional service of creating and disseminating new knowledge through the creation of original designs
aimed at optimizing the lives of individual users and advancing culture overall. We do this by creating and developing
concepts and specifications that optimize the function, value
and appearance of products and systems for the mutual
benefit of both user and manufacturer, resulting in original
designs that clearly express, in physical and visual terms, a
product’s purpose, place and value.
—Allen Samuels, L/IDSA, Emeritus Professor and Dean,
University of Michigan; allenall@umich.edu
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CHANGING LIVES &
TRANSFORMING THE WORLD

D

esign is the act of conceiving, prototyping and producing systems, structures and products that aim
to enhance the human experience. Since the dawn
of time, we have been designing. Early designs enabled
humans to more efficiently obtain food and establish dominance. These crude implements started as found objects.
It was the act of conceiving (design) that transformed and
enabled these first tools.
The proliferation of new and better tools inevitably led
to designs that required a unique skill set to conceive, prototype and produce. Fast forward to the age of capitalism and
we have design nirvana! Design has become a competitive

advantage and comes with formal names such as industrial
designer, graphic designer, interior designer, transportation
designer, fashion designer, architect, landscape architect,
and UX designer.
We have woven design into every aspect of our lives:
our homes, our transportation, our work, our fitness,
our healthcare and our entertainment. No faction is left
untouched by design. We choose design based on our
personal preferences; it can define who we are and how we
see the world. From the graphic on your coffee cup to the
plane you flew to California, design has influenced your life.
Design changes lives and transforms the world.
—Frank Savage

I N N O V AT I O N S P R I N G 2 0 1 7
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HUMPTY DUMPTY:
UPSIDE DOWN

A

s the world begins a period of major flux, the good
news is that disruption is supposed to be a clever
business strategy and designers thrive on change.
Designers are in the business of creating change. We
eat change for breakfast! (Does that make us some kind
of cannibals?) “The good news is,” David Byrne said at
A/D/O’s Utopia vs. Dystopia conference, “we are flexible.”
Designers deal with uncertainty and mistakes all the
time—we actually do fail fast and fail often. We are always
balancing the complex and contradictory requirements
of users, manufacturing capabilities, economic goals
and ecological effects—all with possible unintended
consequences. Current events are throwing all kinds of
assumptions up in the air, clearing the board for our design
talents, and giving us the opportunity to make sense out of
confusion and to create a brand new future.
“One should never let a good crisis go to waste,”
said former Mexican Ambassador Arturo Sarukhán. Our
experience gives us an advantage in a topsy-turvy world.
It’s like shaking up the pulp in the OJ; chaos is good for
innovation. When things are out of place, or things are
moving every which way, fresh conditions reveal hidden
things, things break apart, unusual things collide, random
new things develop. Disruption shakes up hierarchies,
unplugs power reputations and shuffles co-dependent
relationships. That’s when inertia is on our side—like in judo.
“I’m always trying to turn things upside down to see
if they look any better,” said the famous graphic designer
Tibor Kalman (founder of M&Co). He constantly questioned
why everything was the way it was—even when it meant
reinventing himself. He was the king of disruption—it
allowed him to do better work. He called his 1986 AIGA
national conference Dangerous Ideas because he thought
those are the only kind of ideas worth thinking about. He
was always ready to throw all the pieces up in the air—not
just because he enjoyed watching all the king’s men trying
to put Humpty together again but because it gave him the
opportunity to grab more pieces and reorganize everything
in a totally new way.
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Math has a theory to explain turbulence, like the
weather or stock market prices, that is effectively impossible
to predict. Chaos theory deals with complex systems whose
performance is very sensitive to slight changes, which
essentially describes the design development process. The
math theory says that a small difference at the beginning of
a complex sequence will lead to wildly differing outcomes
over the course of time—like the famous butterfly effect: a
couple of flaps of a butterfly’s wings in Mexico through a
long chain of events caused Hurricane Sandy to hit NYC.
Chaos theory tries to describe liquid dynamics, like the
slinky effect of Long Island Expressway traffic. It’s the same
concept that encourages me that our little improvements in
the usability or beauty of the coffee machine or smartphone
will be amplified through mass production and will make
some users happier, which Rube Goldbergs all the way to
world peace! (That’s what real design thinking is and how I
feel GoodGrips “won some victory for humanity.”)
The essence of design is change—there can be no
progress without change. (There’s no going back without
change either—undoing is a design challenge, too. In the
January 1992 Design magazine I wrote an essay, “Doing
Nothing,” about how designers have three modes of design:
1. Do something, 2. Do nothing, or 3. Un-do something—
but that’s another story.)
Enjoy the mess. It may feel like the plot of Westworld, but
designers wrangle disorder every day. In turbulent systems,
there is less friction, which makes change easier. Unthinkable
solutions come out of chaos: Yes, we are going to make new
jobs. Yes, we can find new energy. Yes, we have to trade with
the world. Yes, we can make everyone happy.
Humanity may have been battling chaos for eons
(nature is literally wild). Today the world would be facing
a crisis even without Trump. Paradigm shifts, C changes,
inflection and pivot points are rough weather; entering
the Fourth Industrial Revolution is especially troublesome.
Remember the First Industrial Revolution (where we got
our name: ID)? It was mechanically based; it used water
and steam to power production and spawned the mass

“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty
said, in rather a scornful tone, “it means
just what I choose it to mean—neither
more nor less.”
“The question is,” said Alice, “whether
you can make words mean so many
different things.”
“The question is,” said Humpty Dumpty,

”

“which is to be master—that’s all.

—Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass

migrations to the cities. Then electricity defined the Second.
Electronics and information technology moved industry to
Silicon Valley and the Rust Belt jobs out of the Third Industrial
Revolution—Moore’s Law, information explosion. Remember
Richard Saul Wurman’s Information Anxiety (1989)?
In 1998 Razorfish promised that the revolution in
digital technology would drive us into the Fourth Industrial
Revolution because so many things could be digitized;
music, money, intelligence, robots, all kinds of dealings can
be turned into bits. “Everything that could be digital, would
be,” Chief Scientist Craig Kanarick always said. Not only
could we do it, we had to do it, because digital technology
would be faster, cheaper and better. Faster (than physical
labor) and cheaper (than bricks and mortar).
But the question today is, is it better? Who says what’s
better? Is crowd-sourced news better? Are alternative facts
better? The truth is that on the digital magic drive toward
utopia, designers have to figure out not only what the

I N N O V AT I O N S P R I N G 2 0 1 7
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passenger experience is in the self-driving car but where we
are going and on the way what all those out-of-work drivers
can contribute. Just like the cavemen who introduced the
new technology of fire, we are building this new technology,
and now we need to keep it from burning everything.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is deeper than the
Internet of Things. According to the World Economic
Forum, it is “characterized by a fusion of technologies
that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and
biological spheres.” Artificial and natural merge. AI and
machine learning put post-humans in the driver’s seat of
the postindustrial world. We will be able to make (or grow)
almost anything. Just as we were realizing that the human
imagination is no longer limited by the tools and materials
to make our dreams come true, we are faced with a more
difficult problem:
Now the question is, what’s better?
There’s a whole bunch of folks who think that most
of the things we’ve done to improve things actually didn’t.
Before gentrification, they were more comfortable. They
would rather not change, and they don’t like the friction
that diversity causes. Who cares about going to the moon?
President Trump is tweeting loud
and clear: whatever it is, it’s not
better! Although it seems that the
SHO WC ASE
clock has been turned back to
an America where greed trumps
innovation, and even though
thinking ahead is ridiculed today,
curiosity and risky business are
hardwired into human DNA.
Design is the constellation of
skills and talent that harness
those urges toward making the
world better.
What if it’s not better?
Maybe we are members
of the professional elite causing
the problems of progress. Let’s
reexamine our beliefs and figure
out what is better.
Here’s what I think defines
better. Like beauty, it’s a quest
not a destination. It’s a moving
target. Making things better is
what designers do. Many of us
think we could even improve
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Dieter Rams’ calculator! Of course, better is more beautiful—
beautility. And for us industrial designers, our beauty is not
one-offs; it’s mass produced, so it needs to be liked by
lots of people. When we start with the user, better is also
better from their point of view (user-centered). Better is not
exclusive, it is not a contest, it shouldn’t be hoarded. Better
is health and happiness now and for future generations.
Better is not greedy or elitist.
That Fourth Industrial Revolution is making all those
little moves and complex actions apparent in real time;
they matter because we all can see what’s going on in
every tornado or stabbing or war everywhere. We can all
share every cute cat Vimeo. All the interconnections make
people’s feelings matter to everyone. Design can come to
the rescue. Artist and engineer Natalie Jeremijenko says that
we have “response ability,” pointing out that since designers
respond to all kinds of problems with our extraordinary
abilities, today’s climate is showing us that our job adds up
to even more reasonability!
So there is better and we should use our privileged
position to remake Humpty Dumpty in a way that’s better for
everyone. Really great!
—Tucker Viemeister, FIDSA
www.tuckerviemeister.com

“The all-new Durashocks comfort technology absorbs shock 		
and returns energy, providing the feel of an athletic shoe 		

”

while maintaining the power and integrity of a work boot.

Wolverine Durashocks Boot System
designed by Sundberg-Ferar for Wolverine;
www.sundbergferar.com

BO O K RE V I E W

GET TEN EAGLES

E

dward Zagorski, FIDSA, is a legendary design educator whose influence
is impossible to gauge and whose
impact has been felt all over the design
world for the last 60 years. As a tribute to his
legacy both as an educator and designer, his
dignified and handsome bust graces the hallway in the design building on the campus of
the University of Illinois in Champaign. If you
are interested in reading an anecdotal, serendipitous, pedagogical book about design
thinking and teaching, then Get Ten Eagles
is the book for you. In fact, that is exactly
the way the book’s cover describes it, and it
does not disappoint.
If you like the idea of immersing yourself in delicious stories about Raymond Loewy, FIDSA, Charles and Ray Eames,
Harley Earl and Gordon Lippincott, to name a few, you need
to read this book. Don’t know who Gordon Lippincott is?
Another reason to read this book. In fact, there are hundreds
of reasons to read this book—592 to be exact—because
every page has something exceptionally interesting to contribute to the story of how industrial design came to be.
Get Ten Eagles revisits, in a fun and engaging way, the
era that saw the maturation of industrial design as a profession. Many of the chapters are dedicated to stories of both
the genius and the hubris of the fathers of the profession,
and Zagorski, by virtue of both personal experience and
contributed stories, tells unvarnished and intimate tales of
accomplishment and failure.
Starting in the early 1940s and carrying through to
present day, the book covers a lot of ground, although most
of the richest content is in the ’60s through the ’80s when
industrial design was seriously shaping itself. Zagorski, a
career design educator at the University of Illinois (U of I),
was deep into the business of forming and educating many
of design’s seminal practitioners. The design program at
the U of I is widely known for its enormous impact accomplished through sending brilliantly trained designers into the
world to practice the powerful and impactful practice of
industrial design.
Legendary in the field of education, design professor Zagorski has written a beautiful treatise full of insight,

humor and sage advice. Fair warning though,
don’t look for a cohesive narrative. If that’s
your thing you won’t find that here. To be
fair, the first five or six chapters outline his
personal history and upbringing in the urban
playground of Chicago’s Bridgeport neighborhood, a perfect training ground for a young
design thinker to experiment with ingenuity
and problem solving. But after that it gets a bit
more freestyle. The book skips around, jumping backward and forward throughout history,
creating a time continuum that may not be
everyone’s cup of tea. But it’s a book you can
pick up and read anytime and then put down
and come back to as you see fit. I enjoyed his
small-bites menu very much.
I devoured many of the chapters with great relish;
after all, there are 49 of them. With titles like “Carpe Diem,”
“Beauty and the Beast,” “The Infernal Machine,” “The First
Unmanned Egg Space,” “Robinson Crusoe Redux” and
“Eeny, Meeny, Mynee, Mo,” you will find something in each
one to marvel at and be astonished by. My favorite chapter,
for example, is 37, aptly titled “Design Heads and Tales.”
It’s a period-hopping collection of stories of the aforementioned design legends of the midcentury—the Don Drapers
of industrial design brought to life through stories and small
parables that Zagorski has collected from friends and colleagues over a lifetime of teaching and leading the education
of this profession to a better place.
Most of these stories are true, I am supposing,
although if you know Zagorski at all, as I do, you know that
there is an ever-present twinkle in his eye and spirit, so I am
guessing that permeates these writings as well. No bother,
it makes for superior entertainment. Every chapter is a gem.
Get Ten Eagles is a must have for every industrial designer’s
library and nightstand. Super fun and insightful, it’s the kind
of book you can pick up and just start reading a chapter
or two or three and reflect on the extraordinary progress
that has been made over the last 50 years to refine and
increase the impact of this profession that has the power
to change the way we think and feel and interact with the
world every day.
Thank you, Ed.
—Mark Dziersk, FIDSA, INNOVATION Executive Editor
mark@lunar.com
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GETTING DESIGN RIGHT

I

was lucky. I had been drawing and making balsa models of boats, houses, cars, etc. since childhood,
and when it was time to think about college, I had never heard of industrial design. Fortunately, my
mother, who was a painter who hung with the Philly arts and architecture crowd, knew Louis Kahn,

then chair of architecture at the University of Pennsylvania. We went to see him. I spread my stuff on his

The Henry Ford

drafting board and asked, “Do I want to be an aeronautical engineer or an architect?”
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His response was, “Neither, you want to be an industrial
designer, and the school you should go to is the Rhode
Island School of Design.” With a bit of discouragement and
incredulity from my prep school college adviser, I applied,
was accepted and went. I still believe that I have never
worked or played harder in my life.
I was fortunate to attend RISD during a period when the
Industrial Design Department was chaired by John Lincoln,
a mechanical engineer, form exploration and semantics
(aesthetic communication) was taught by Gene Joseph,
and design research and process philosophy was taught by
Mark Harrison, who was a master at inspiring empathy with
users and instilling in students a designer’s responsibility for
improving, not cluttering, the quality of life for society. These
experiences resulted in the Standing Wheelchair Project,
which received IDSA recognition and a patent and ultimately
set the direction for my career. But that’s another story.
Coincidentally, two years after my graduation Victor
Papanek published Design for the Real World. Papanek
challenged the then-young profession by espousing sustainability as a priority. Who knew at the time that he was a
prophet? Though they were the same values instilled during
my industrial design education, they were considered radical and professionally destructive. He was uninvited as the
keynote speaker at the 1976 Industrial Designers Society of
America national conference by its then Board of Directors.
This rejection was what motivated me to become involved
in the organization, which has for 44 years been one of the
most satisfying involvements of my career.

By Peter Bressler, FIDSA
pbressler@comcast.net
Peter Bressler founded, and for 42 years, led Bresslergroup, a product design and development firm, recognized for innovative product solutions for a diverse range of clients. Bressler is the inventor on 75 patents and has received over 50 design
awards. He’s juried multiple design awards programs and has presented at events in Europe, Asia and the US. An IDSA
member, Past President and Fellow, Bressler received the IDSA Personal Recognition Award. Since 2006, he has helped to
found and has supported development of the Integrated Product Design program at the University of Pennsylvania.

Some Historical Perspective
In 1970, industrial design was a young profession of perhaps 40 or 50 years. The challenges that the relatively new
profession faced may be better understood when viewed in
the cultural and socio-economic context of the development
of our country. I say, development of the country, in that the
United States, as a societal entity, is the youngest of the
industrialized nations by at least a millennium. Having just
celebrated its 194th birthday in 1970, the US was barely in
adolescence compared to the cultural maturity of European
and Asian cultures.
For designers, the nation could be seen as having
developed with a substantial cultural disadvantage. America
was populated by people from a variety of world cultures
who brought with them the differing values and traditions of
their homelands. American settlers and subsequent industrialists had no shared cultural traditions upon which to rely, no
aesthetic values to inherit and nurture, and a limited historical perspective from which to learn. I’ve learned of Japanese
children raised with a reverence for their aesthetic heritage in
a nation that preserves and supports its national treasures,
and I’ve seen Italian children playing in a piazza created by
Michelangelo. The historical continuity of these more mature
societies can instill an intuitive understanding of aesthetic
values and empathic sensibilities. This did not, and still does
not, exist in the United States.
A child in the United States grows up on a fiberglass
slide under the infamous golden arches of McDonald’s. It is
an environment that represents the quintessential American
priorities: constant change driven by consumption, newness
for its own sake. The United States has had no unifying or
cohesive cultural foundation upon which to build an appreciation of the value or the aesthetic qualities of refinement
of the functional artifact. Nor has it been constrained by
individual space, as many other cultures have been, to value
sustainable efficiency. Viewed in this context, the inherent
social and cultural deprivation of US consumers can be
more fully appreciated.
However, at the same time the nation has had a socioeconomic advantage that spawned a meteoric rise to world
prominence. Unlike any other country in the world, the
United States was populated instantaneously, by historical
standards, by a peculiarly egalitarian assortment of people,

mostly from the world’s middle and lower middle classes.
They came seeking a land without the traditional constraints
on opportunity or personal property.
By far the greatest opportunities were seized by the
individual entrepreneurs, the pioneers, the innovators. Many
of America’s most popular heroes have been characterized by their staunch individualism. People like Thomas
Edison and Alexander Graham Bell are individual innovators in whom our country takes pride. Entrepreneurs like
J. P. Morgan, Getty, Rockefeller, Hearst, Hughes, and now
Jobs, Gates and Bezos are American legends. The Horatio
Alger stories of these trailblazers and others continue to lure
new people to the United States. Hundreds of thousands
of individual immigrants have cumulatively created a broad
and wealthy middle class, who ironically are now suffering from the success of capitalism with a higher standard
of living than the rest of the world has ever experienced.
Interestingly, the prestige associated with the innovative individual, the source of past success, has directed the nation’s
social values toward invention, not implementation or visual
refinement, and toward consumption, not quality or product
longevity. Hopefully, global warming is beginning to change
these self-destructive attitudes.
The great American successes, have been, and apparently continue to be, the result of new technologies, not the
result of the skill, imagination, creativity, refinement and efficiency required to be a sustainable competitor in a mature
global market. Businesses in the United States are beginning to learn and appreciate the values required to design
and manufacture quality products that society really needs.
On the other hand, industrial design in the United States
has perhaps gained the most from the conflicts inherent in
our heritage. Individual innovative design, self-expression,
remains vital, but has been tempered by the assimilation of
the diverse humanistic and cultural values brought to the
New World. In an environment where priorities have been
technological breakthroughs and short-term returns, design
in the United States has matured to become a primary advocate of the values that elevate the quality of life as expressed
through both the physical and virtual manufactured artifact.
In a Gallup poll conducted in 1986, industrial design was
found to be the single largest contributor to a customer’s
long-term satisfaction with their ownership of a product.
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Going Forward
In the last 30 years, our profession has gained increased
recognition, and those we serve are beginning to recognize
the value of the innovative processes we offer. We can build
upon that momentum by being clearer about and more
confident in our values.
Revolutionary and evolutionary technologies have
changed both the opportunities for and the practice of
design. When my office began, industrial design was primarily involved with determining and addressing user needs
through the physical embodiments of both object and
user interaction. Interface design was implemented with
the arrangement and operation of analog knobs and keys,
handles and buttons.
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Now much of what was once physical has become virtual. So too, technology changed how design is done. When
my office began, it was with a corded phone, a chamber of
commerce directory, a folding chair, a hollow core door, a T
square and triangles and ellipse templates, colored pencils
and fluid markers. Now, starting an office requires major
investments in technology: computers, digitizing tablets,
multiple software packages, video conferencing, etc. Now
you not only feed yourself and your employees, but also the
office Technosaurus, which has a voracious appetite. It’s
faster but weightier, and if it stumbles, it can be disastrous.
Getting design right is now recognized as essential for
business success. Design thinking is beginning to change
how capitalism thinks. How is design practice evolving to
meet expanding demands and opportunities? How can
design best use the lessons of yesterday and today to
evolve and reimagine the future?
With this issue of INNOVATION, we hope to bring to the
reader a broad view of careers in industrial design. We’ve
gathered articles from a broad range of design professionals: A young professional finds her bliss in specialization, a
C-level corporate designer reflects upon design leadership
and a management-level designer journeys through alternative views of designing user experiences. A consultant
designer explores how design has grown up over the last 25
years, and a well-seasoned consultant/entrepreneur shares
how he was born to be an industrial designer. The founders
of one of the country’s most successful design consultancies explains how having finished that design they are
coming full circle. And a dynamic design educator shares
an evolving view of how industrial design should be taught.
In conclusion or perhaps as an introduction, if you
become an industrial designer, you will make a reasonable to
very good living and most likely will enjoy your work. Perhaps
more importantly, you will have the opportunity to struggle
with and ultimately resolve for yourself the conflicts inherent
in trying to contribute to the quality of life as a sustainable
society using your creativity, imagination, intellect and skills.
I, for one, am constantly grateful to the people who set me
on a course to have so much fulfillment and fun. n

By Mathieu Turpault, IDSA
mturpault@bresslergroup.com
Mathieu Turpault is managing partner and director of design at Bresslergroup, a research-driven product innovation lab based in
Philadelphia. He believes good design evokes emotion as much as it solves complicated problems—and emotional appeal can
be rationally designed. He earned a master’s in industrial design from the École Superieure de Design Industrielle (Paris).

A PROFESSION THAT’S
EASIER (NOW) TO DEFINE

I

ndustrial design has grown up, but is it all grown up? Twenty-five years ago when I was coming up,
let’s face it, the profession wasn’t all that credible. That was plain from the expressions on my in-laws’
faces when their daughter told them she was marrying an industrial designer. (They were not pleased.)

Since then they’ve gotten more used to the idea, and industrial design has matured in many ways. When I came to the
United States to join Bresslergroup in 1988, I knew that the
US was a country where an industrial designer could make
it on the cover of Time magazine. I had seen the cover of
Raymond Loewy, FIDSA, and knew that Loewy, like me, was
born in Paris and raised in France and moved to the US to
make it as an industrial designer. In the middle of moving to a
new country and learning a new language, that was a comfort.

design officers working alongside CEOs and CFOs. The voice
of the customer, a buzzword of the ’90s, has evolved into
a more regular practice of contextual research and defining
needs. And now we have another buzzword, design thinking, whose widespread popularity is teaching executives to
become fluent in the prototype-test-iterate design process.
The growing awareness of design thinking has made it
easier for us to explain our field. It used to be that people
heard “designer” and thought “artist” (see: my in-laws), or
they heard “industrial” and thought we built factories. When I
was in design school, I tried to explain industrial design using
IKEA as an example. A lot of people didn’t like the look and
feel of IKEA products, so I never got far.
Today I explain my job as studying people in everyday life and figuring out how to solve the problems they
encounter. It’s not only about designing a pretty appliance
but also about designing one that’s meaningful, serves some
functional needs and addresses the aesthetic expectations
of a target audience. These things are quantifiable—they’re
not a matter of subjective taste.

The Growing Awareness of Design Thinking
I was correct in that the business community in the US did
recognize the value of design—right away I noticed that I did
not have to spend as much time convincing people. Since
then, forward-thinking companies have become even more
forward thinking. They’re pushing design at the top, with chief

Turning Points
Of course, I’ve grown up, too. There are certain moments
in your professional life that reveal themselves as turning
points. I had one when I was conducting research for one
of the first projects I worked on at Bresslergroup: a portable
video magnifier for people living with low vision.

Above: Raymond Loewy paved the way for French designers like me
who moved to the US to pursue a career in industrial design.
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Industrial design is becoming increasingly specialized—eventually we’ll
no longer work on a range of products.

I spent two hours interviewing a woman named Lucy
about the stationary video magnifier she was using to
sign contracts, sign checks and use her cellphone. She
gave me a lot of good insights about the ways her video
magnifier made her life easier. When she realized that the
portable magnifier we were designing would provide the
opportunity to lead an active life outside her home—to let
her do the kinds of things we take for granted, like reading
a menu or a sticker on a supermarket shelf—she started
to cry from happiness.
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I still can’t talk about this experience without a tremble
in my voice. I came back from that research wanting to be
a better designer. I wanted to design a solution to improve
Lucy’s life and the lives of others like her who are living with
low vision. I became more empathetic that day and more
focused on user-centered design.
The design school students and graduates who interview for and fill our internship and junior designer positions
have already experienced this epiphany. They are already
adept at considering the front-end aspects of a project, such

as design and user research, defining needs and concept development.
When I was in school, industrial design
was less defined and more slotted into Left: My research session with Lucy marked a turning point in my career as I realized how greatly usereither three-dimensional design, such centered design can impact people’s everyday lives.
as furniture and craft, or engineering. Right: The insights I gathered while interviewing Lucy informed the design of Freedom Scientific’s
Victor Papanek’s book Design for the award-winning Topaz PHD portable video magnifier.
Real World was something our teachPerhaps because designers are becoming more
ers suggested we read, but it wasn’t part of the curriculum.
removed from manufacturing, the profession is evolving to
Today more schools than RISD are teaching humanbe less about the product and more about defining the
centered design and even offering specialized degrees for
problem. The oft-discussed commoditization of traditional
students who want to pursue design management, design
industrial design skills (form and styling) contributes to this,
research and design strategy.
too. So does the growing importance of the product experience as products become more digital and evolve into a
An Expanding and More Focused Profession
service that may or may not involve hardware—and the user
As industrial design expands, it’s becoming more specialmay or may not own that hardware. Car design is a great
ized. My generation of designers are great generalists. We
example of this shift. As self-driving cars become the norm,
combine artistic, technical and research abilities. Specialists
car design will become more about the experience of not
will become important moving forward. The technology
driving, and car designers will transform into user experiin products is growing more sophisticated as is the ability
ence designers.
of products to solve very specific user needs. These highly
focused products will bring more focused design curricuRoom to Grow
lums and careers. At Bresslergroup we develop products
All grown up or not, industrial design is unarguably an
across many categories and harness the cross pollination of
exciting profession that always keeps us fresh and on our
technology and ideas. As we move forward, this will become
toes. You can’t get bored with something that’s always
rarer. There will be separate groups of designers for medical
changing. I believe this is one of the reasons why so many
products, soft goods, shoes, handheld electronics, etc.
people choose it—we’re always learning something. We’re
One reason for this increased specialization is the lack
always solving a different problem for a different user and a
of hands-on manufacturing experience for designers. It was
different industry.
relatively easy for me to get firsthand experience when I was
And the best news: The massive shift from creative
training. At one of my first jobs working for a fashion apparel
execution to creative definition means that designers coming
company in France, the manufacturing facility was very
out of school can now command much higher starting salalocal—it was downstairs. When my colleague first started
ries than we used to. When I graduated—when my in-laws
working as an industrial designer in the UK, he and his fellooked at me sideways—design was more of a vocational
low designers would drive to the tool maker to review, and
choice, and we expected to start at the bottom and work
sometimes hand finish, the molds before signing off on them
our way up. Now you don’t have to worry about that—you
for final production.
can make a good living coming out of school and shape
Without access to factories, it’s difficult for young
your career as you go along, taking on different skill sets and
designers to fully understand a product—especially a
stretching into a design strategist or user experience design
sophisticated one. This is why the designers who specialize
role. I tell the young designers I work with: Your career is
in handheld electronics, where miniaturization is a required
what you make it. The profession has grown by leaps and
skill, are the ones with access to those factories—either
bounds in ways that provide an incredible amount of room
they’re in Asia or working for large corporations such as
to grow. How many can say that? n
Google, Apple or Samsung.
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bobblaich@gmail.com
Robert Blaich attended Syracuse University and graduated with a BFA in industrial design. He was the vice president of corporate design and
communications at the Herman Miller Furniture Company. In 1980, he became head of design at Royal Philips Electronics in the Netherlands.
He was president of the Icsid from 1985 to 1987. In 1991, Blaich was knighted by Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands. He remained at Philips
until 1992 and subsequently founded Blaich Associates. In 1999, he became chairman of the board for TEAGUE.

DESIGN LEADERSHIP

D

esign leadership is a phrase I like very much. It is alive with the promise of creative-led action,
promising a role that designers have enjoyed only fitfully during the last half century. But that
is changing.

Design as a Core Competency
What is the status of design in a corporation? Should it
be a core competency? When we talk about a company’s
core competencies and matching these strengths to market
opportunities, we are generally referring to things such as
rapid product development, high-quality manufacturing or
prowess in marketing and services—but unfortunately not
often enough design.
First, we need to be clear about just what we mean by
design. My general definition is “a plan for making change.”
This deceptively simple definition covers a wide range of
activities that goes on in every company, either in a formal
or informal way. The codification of these activities includes
industrial design or product design, interaction design, communication design, graphic design, environment and facilities
design, and more. These activities together comprise what is
popularly called a company’s image or brand. If the elements
of a company’s brand are managed in a way that complements one another so as to produce a coherent image in the
minds of its various publics, then a company does indeed
have a cohesive corporate identity program.
The brand image a company plans to create for
whatever it makes and sells or whatever service it provides
is part of a company’s strategic planning. If the design
activities are managed separately, then a company might not
have a real corporate identity program or strategy. However,
an image of the company will nevertheless be created by its
products or services; the way the company communicates
through advertising, public relations, literature, exhibitions
and so forth will create an image by default rather than by
strategic planning and management.
I feel very strongly that design should be a core competency of most companies. Differentiating one’s products
or services from the competitors’ is the pivot point of
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advantage. Differentiation—why customers would choose
your products or services over another given a level playing
field of price, performance and service—is the window of
strategic opportunity. This is why it is appropriate, and in
fact essential, to recognize design as a strategic factor for
competitive advantage. If creatively, efficiently and assertively factored into the product or service process, design
can be the key to achieving differentiation.
It is just as essential to understand that design
has to contribute much more to the product creation
process in order for it to achieve the strategic advantage
of differentiation. Design as a styling activity—creating
the form, colors and so on—is quite simply not enough.
Unfortunately, this is still often the usual approach—a
process that focuses on the periodic design of a single
product. Design behaves as a core competency when a
product design is undertaken with a multiyear approach
within the context of the company’s other products and is
focused on strategically targeting marketing objectives and
sales performance goals, as well as enhancing a company’s
overall image. Design has the potential to be more than a
service, a technical response to marketing strategies. It can
be a propelling force for a company’s strategy. But in order
for design to be a driving force, top management must see
it as a core competency—a core competency that is a key
to integrating activities between research, development,
manufacturing and marketing.
Design as Integrator
The subject of design leadership is a dimension of management oriented more toward aspects of strategy creation,
change and creative development. Visionary leadership is
about enablement, rather than giving precise instructions.
Leaders are risk takers who are willing to challenge the exist-

“In the statement of the problem

”

lies the solution.
—Charles Eames

Peter Stackpole, The LIFE Picture Collection

ship, in my opinion, laying the groundwork for managing the
change. The integrating role of design can be the crucial
unifier between leadership and management. In fact, integration could almost be a substitute definition for design.

ing order of things. Design, by its very nature, gives impetus
to venturing into the previously unimagined. It encourages
management to push borders, eschew the status quo, give
form to vision and lead believers into new territories.
Management, on the other hand, is a set of processes
that keeps complex systems running efficiently. Important
aspects of management include planning, organizing, controlling and evaluating resources. The distinction between
management and leadership is that design management is
the implementation of design as a formal program of communicating the relevance of design to long-term corporate
goals and coordinating design resources at all levels of
corporate goals and activities to achieve the objectives of
the corporation.
Are leadership and management discreet activities?
They can be. I have observed people who are competent
design managers but not especially effective design leaders. There are CEOs who provide leadership by supporting
and promoting design as a corporate core competency but
are not usually involved in design management. In observing the careers of many designers, it is also obvious that
effective design managers can give strong leadership to the
status of design in their companies. In fact, the combination
of the two roles is essential.
One of the few certainties is that the profound changes
we’re experiencing require sensitive interaction between
leadership and management with the role of design leader-

Raising Design Awareness
Any company that wants to survive knows that it must
achieve a competitive edge. Design as a strategy for competitiveness can deliver the quality advantage, the innovative edge that is essential for survival. There is also the
matter of considering corporate responsibility with regard
to social and environmental issues.
The use of design as a strategic element in industrial
planning then requires five essential tasks:
1.

Create a design infrastructure for developing a highly
professional pool of talent.

2.

Strengthen the concept of design leadership among
the corporate activities.

3.

Develop a broad-based environment for a design 		
awareness that encompasses both businesspeople
and the general public.

4.

Assess honestly whether the product or service 		
is useful for society or contributes to “sprawl” simply
because it can be designed or produced.

5.

Be conscious of the positive or negative 			
environmental impact a product or service has.

It is a large task, but it is one that companies who are
visionary about their future undertake. Raising the level of
design awareness at the macro levels is well under way; we
see it everywhere.
I believe that the most valid way for designers to contemplate the future is to gravitate to the process ingrained
in us. That is, first define the problem; Murray Gellmann, my
friend and Nobel Prize winner says, “Problem formation is
more important than problem solution.” My friend and mentor Charles Eames often stated, “In the statement of the
problem lies the solution.”
Where will the future take us? Physicist Stephen
Hawking states, “Leadership is a daring step into the
unknown.” As designers, we have the ability to invent the
future in ways that are humane, visionary and wise. That’s
what design leadership is all about. n
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By Justin Coble, IDSA
justincoble80@gmail.com
Justin Coble currently holds the role of senior manager of global design innovation within the award-winning PepsiCo design team. He
leads high-level stakeholder teams in systematically breaking down complex problems to create innovation that drives business growth.
He consistently leads all functions to rethink the problem and stretch outside their boundaries.

BUT I’M AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER

I

t was the spring of 2009, and I had been recently promoted to industrial design manager inside a
major food company. I had made great progress incorporating industrial design practices into the
organization. I had transformed products that were destined for the chopping block by translating

brand emotion into forms that connected with the consumer, I had created processes that streamlined
development time, and I had brought simple development tools, such as sketching and prototyping, to the
forefront of all product development.
Expanding Design’s Horizon
All of these changes were really starting to transform the
business, but I was determined to push industrial design
further. I had a passion for changing the organization to
think beyond just the packaging structure to people’s needs
and why they may or may not be buying our products.
So I was delighted when I was given the opportunity
to lead a cross-functional business team to rethink how we
uncover consumer insights by getting out in to the world
and talking to people about how they live their lives. We
spent hours observing moms, kids and office workers from
afar at coffee shops. We went into their homes and talked
to them about where they store their food. We brought
them prototypes and co-created the best possible snack
with them. We took those insights and concepts back to
the R&D kitchens and packaging teams and created new
products to run by our consumers again. It was amazing!
Not only were we creating awesome products that were
focused on people, but we were doing it with business
leaders and pioneering a new way of doing things. My
dreams were coming true. But this was all about to change.
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You see, in 2008 there was this little thing called the
recession, and like most companies at that time, we were
going through a strategy change. Instead of investing in new
products that required new lines and capital investment, we
decided to double down on pushing the core business. This
meant that we needed to make the products that were profit
drivers work harder and create more revenue.
Shortly after this strategy change my boss pulled me
into a conference room to give me a new role. He told me I
was no longer going to be leading industrial design but rather was going to take over a portfolio of brands and my main
focus would be on graphic design. I would be refreshing
stale and outdated packaging designs and creating graphics for display and merchandising solutions, and I would be
responsible for signing graphic proofs before production.
I thought to myself, “Graphic design! I’m not a graphic
designer, nor do I want to be one!” Naïve and a bit arrogant,
I walked out of the meeting, texted everyone I knew letting
them know that I was in the market for a new gig, and I told
myself, “It’s been a good ride, but I’m an industrial designer.
I design products!” Little did I know that this position,

although challenging, would turn me into the designer
I am today and be one of the best experiences I could
have asked for.
The next day after cooling down I stepped back and
realized that I was just given responsibility for a portfolio
worth $2 billion. I reminded myself of my point of view of
industrial design that I had been preaching to the business:
industrial design is not designing products. Yes, our roots
are the creation of products for industry or mass production, but it’s so much more than that now. Now industrial
design is the creation of holistic experiences that create
consumer delight and drive the bottom line. It doesn’t
matter if you are designing a cellphone, car interior or food
product; they all have to deliver an overarching delightful
consumer experience. Although this new role was focused
on graphic design, it was still all about people. It was still all
about driving an emotional connection.
How to Create an Emotional Connection
Every consumer touchpoint must be considered, including
the product, brand design, material selection and store
design. Even the advertising needs to deliver a delightful
consumer experience.
The buying experience should be designed to facilitate
ease of purchase and stand out from the competitors. In
the store this means that the product placement and the
display design must be considered. Designers must work
with marketing to suggest the best place in the store for
the product to be merchandised, and they must design
the optimal solution to attract the consumer that is both on
brand and makes it easy for the consumer to shop.
With every product the branding must attract
and create an emotional connection with the buyer. It
must communicate the consumer needs without being
overpowering and confusing. It also is a social reflection of
the person buying it, so it must make them feel good about
their purchase.

Once purchased, the product must live up to the
expectations of the brand. A food product should be easy
to eat, be tasty, and make the consumer feel good and
satisfied after eating it. If a product does not live up to its
brand promise, then not only will the consumer not buy the
product again but they will carry a negative emotion about
your brand, potentially causing your other products to drop
out of their consideration.
Expanding My Horizons
So what I realized was this new role was not taking me
out of industrial design, but rather would allow me to dig
deeper into the consumer experience. Because I was an
industrial designer, I looked at brand design in a different
way. I did not see it as solely two-dimensional design,
but rather one part of an overarching holistic consumer
experience. I now had the opportunity to connect all the
dots. I could use my passion for consumer-centered design
to drive branding that truly connects with the consumers’
emotions. I had a detailed understanding of structural
packaging and point-of-purchase design development,
which allowed me to truly understand how that branding
would show up in the store. And lastly, I had spent some
time doing food design, so I understood the eating experience and how the packing needs to work to facilitate that.
This role would transform into a design strategy role
where I would move on to work on some of the biggest
projects in the business. I would end up staying with that
company for another five years, launching multiple products
and creating strategies that are still being used today.
So if you ever find yourself saying, “But I’m an
industrial designer!” say “Yes I am!” and embrace it. As
an industrial designer you have a special set of skills that
allows you to connect everything to the consumer experience. Working outside your discipline only makes those
skills stronger. n
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preissmeghan@gmail.com n www.mpreiss.com
Meghan Preiss is a senior at SCAD graduating with degrees in industrial and service design and serving as the VP of the IDSA Student
Chapter and president of the Service Design Club. She passionately believes that design is lost without a community surrounding it.

MY ID IS Sr4Pp2St

Leading service design workshops in an industrial design sponsored class.
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I

ndustrial design is product design. Industrial design is about killer sketches, 3D modeling skills and
physical prototyping. Industrial design is about beautiful form and CMF. Or at least this is what I was
taught industrial design is.

What Is ID?
In industrial design classes you learn form, research,
human factors, ideation, digital modeling, rendering, physical prototyping, and how to redefine what a product is or
does. For a while, this was all I was learning, and I found
myself quickly falling out of love with what I thought was
industrial design.
I was confused and surrounded by students who loved
these skills and by professors who loved the students who
loved these skills. Then I discovered service design, and I
thought, “Wow, this is it!” I took my first class and found
myself missing the conversations about products. A few
weeks after this, I had a portfolio review with the company
with whom I was participating in a sponsored project. The
conversation went like this:
Company: This portfolio does not show who you are and
what you want to do.
Me: Babble, babble, babble about what industrial design
is and how I have sketches, models and beautiful renders
to show.
Company (cutting me off): But that is not your story of
industrial design.
I was a junior, and I felt like I had hit a brick wall. What does
this mean, “Your story of industrial design”?
I then went to a presentation where a professor was
saying that a chair is a service, and I was really confused.
Of course a chair is a service, but it is also a product! Yes, a
chair serves you the ability to sit, and many other functions,
but without the physical product you cannot have these
services. After this moment, I reflected with my mentor, who
told me to take off my education goggles and define service
and industrial design as I saw fit. At first this, too, was very
confusing—how can I define something that I learned is this
way and this way only?
I started looking at my industrial design classes and
noticing how most students thought they were designing
products when they were actually designing services. I

observed my service classes and found that they were only
thinking service design. I talked to my community of professionals, students and mentors and found that many industrial designers do not actually have jobs designing physical
products. Perhaps a lot of industrial designers start out
designing products but end up changing their specialties
and taking a variety of different paths. I have since learned
that many strategists and service designers actually started
as industrial designers.
At the SHiFT Design Camp this past winter, the theme
was Beyond the Map, and the overriding message was not
to not get stuck on a final destination or job title. The igniters (industry professionals brought in to spark inspiration
and drive meaningful conversations) all started as industrial
designers and went on crazy journeys, and are now doing
things they never imagined they would be. All of the people
I was meeting at IDSA conferences, SHiFT Camps and
SCAD were all telling me to keep doing me and to continue
to define my own path, that I was on a great journey.
Internally, however, I was still struggling. What is my
path? What is this great journey? I was about to graduate with two undergraduate degrees: industrial design and
service design. Yet I was still struggling to define what these
two were. Then it clicked—I had my aha moment. I was
sitting in my industrial design senior studio and everyone
was pitching the area of focus and possible products. My
professor said something akin to: “Many of you will end up
designing more of a service, but I really want you to focus
on designing a product because this is the grand finale.
This is the last project you might ever do for your portfolio.
You’ve spent four years on an industrial design degree;
you should have an industrial design finale.” Many students
went on to explain their ideas, and many of them were services. It got me thinking. What is wrong with having more
of a service as an industrial design senior project? To make
sense of this, I looked for a metaphor: think back to grade
school and dust off your old school knowledge. Industrial
design is the molecule comprised of atoms made up by
shared electrons.
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The Molecular Structure of ID
According to the Oxford Dictionary, “A molecule is a group
of atoms bonded together, representing the smallest fundamental unit of a chemical compound that can take part
in a chemical reaction.” The atoms are combined through
shared electrons, yet each atom remains unique through its
protons and neutrons. Industrial design is a molecule that is
made up of atoms. These atoms are the different specialties within industrial design: service design, user experience, user interface, sustainability and physical product
design. These specialties, or atoms, are comprised of many
electrons, protons and neutrons. These can be seen as
the skills of each specialty. Many of these specialties have
shared skill sets or electrons, like ideation, prototyping and
ethnographic research, but each of these specialties has
unique skills that define them each as a specialty.
All of the specialties are equal, but the industrial design
molecule can have any number of atoms. Industrial design
is its own molecule because industrial design is the only
molecule that uses ethnographic research to solve all of the
found problems or opportunities. It is also unique in having
many shared skill sets among the specialties.
The future of this molecule is infinite and is solely based
on the person who is defining it in the moment. My industrial design molecule is listed to the side alongside other
industrial designers’ molecules. As you can see, everyone’s
is different.
The future of industrial design is not about what solution is produced. The future of industrial design is about
how we define and talk about industrial design. Industrial
design is not only sketches and digital renderings. Industrial
design is not only physical products. Industrial design
encompasses a lot of different products: services, experiences, interfaces and physical items. Industrial design is
not definable because it is also morphing. The future is
accepting it. n

By Jeff Smith and Gerard Furbershaw
gerard@lunar.com n jeffsmith@lunar.com
Jeff Smith and Gerard Furbershaw co-founded and led LUNAR for 30 years to succeed as one of the world’s top design
and product development firms. In 2015, they sold LUNAR to McKinsey & Company and today serve as senior advisers.

BEAUTY, INGENUITY,
CHARISMA & IMPACT

1

984. The Apple Mac was released, HP debuted its first
laptop and LUNAR was launched. Instead of starting
up in a mythical Silicon Valley garage, we began in

a cavernous abandoned helicopter factory in Menlo Park, just
a few hundred yards from where the Facebook headquarters
stands today.
Our company would work on widely recognized and high-profile products.
These included Apple’s PowerBook 100, which was named the “greatest
gadget of all time” by Mobile PC, and Oral-B’s CrossAction Toothbrush, which
Fortune said was the toothbrush that “puts other toothbrushes to shame.”
LUNAR also created successful products for companies we co-founded, such
as the Xootr Kick Scooter, included in BusinessWeek’s list of the “50 Coolest
Products of the 21st Century.” In a 1997 ID magazine article, Barry Katz,
author of Make it New: The History of Silicon Valley stated that we “helped
plant the seeds of what has become the most fertile design culture in the
U.S.” In 2014, we met with First Lady Michelle Obama at the White House to
celebrate the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum’s National Design
Award. And in 2015, we sold our company to McKinsey & Company, widely
considered the most prestigious management consultancy in the world.
During that three-decade-long journey, we evolved from a boutique
design and engineering firm to becoming part of a broad-based consulting
global powerhouse. Over that time, our professional experiences led us to
describe our work outcomes within a framework we call BICI (beauty, ingenuity, charisma and impact). We are excited to have the opportunity to contribute to this issue of INNOVATION and share our thinking about the different
professional areas within this framework that those with passion for design
can plug into.

An example of the early results of our efforts in the beauty domain of BICI is our collaboration with Autodesk designing and
developing Time Machine, an unorthodox three-dimensional time-telling instrument.
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Creating Optimal Results
Since we joined the profession in the late 1970s, the industrial design industry has changed profoundly. We have seen
dramatically innovative technologies emerge that enable
new products to do fantastic things and an increasingly
interconnected world with more and more countries working closer and closer together. We have also seen the
relaxation of trade barriers, the free flow of information and
social networking over the world wide web. Huge additions
to the global middle class have taken place, too, especially
since the early 1990s and especially in the BRIC countries.
In response to these changes, companies have turned
to design in increasing numbers to help them compete
within this worldwide bonanza of opportunity. Our great
privilege has been to experience this growth in our profession and to have practiced design throughout this period.
Throughout LUNAR’s existence, we continued to refine
the definition of the landscape that had been enabling us to
succeed. As we helped our clients innovate and create new
products and services, key outcomes that helped them lead
and be successful became more apparent.
We described a framework of four key areas of
opportunity where today an increasingly diverse group of
professionals are working within an ever-broadening field
of design. We called this our VCES (value, connections,
expressions and solutions) framework, outlined below with
typical questions that are associated with succeeding in
each of these areas:
Delivering value: What are the benefits that are perceived
and realized by the company’s customers and end users
through the products and services it offers? How will these
benefits be realizable as profits to the company?
Understanding connections: What are the ways the company connects to their customers’ and end users’ needs
and wants? How should their products be designed and
engineered based on these needs and wants?
Creating expressions: How does the company express
both its brand and the needs and wants of customers and
end users through their products and services?
Inventing solutions: How are the needs and wants of
customers being met and solved through the company’s
products and services? How do their products and services
enable customers to interact with new opportunities and
explore new possibilities?
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But as a consultant design firm, it was essential for us
to deliver outstanding results in all of the VCES areas, so we
restated our outcomes framework as the creation of beauty,
ingenuity, charisma and impact (BICI). While the VCES goals
are still intact within this BICI framework, the importance of
driving stand-out excellence in all areas became clear as we
realized this approach could create profoundly better results
for our clients.
Beauty: How does the company express both its brand
and the needs and wants of its customers and end users
through their products and services in ways that stand out
beautifully so that they compel customers and end users
toward them?
Ingenuity: How are the needs and wants of customers
being ingeniously or brilliantly solved through the company’s
products and services so that they compel customers to
interact with the new opportunities and possibilities their
products and services enable?
Charisma: How does the company charismatically connect
to its customers and end users so that the experience with
its products and services goes above and beyond simply
meeting the needs and wants of its customers and so that
superior customer loyalty is generated?
Impact: Using beauty, ingenuity and charisma in its products and services, how does the company generate a great
impact on their customers’ and end users’ lives? How does
creating such impactful products and services maximize
profitability for the company, employee pride and loyalty in
and to the company, and positive impacts to society and
the environment?
What Shape Person Are You?
In August 2012, Apple Computer surpassed its long-time
technology rival Microsoft and every other company the
first time it became the most valuable company in the
world. Microsoft had done it at the height of the technology bubble in 1999 through its primary focus on software
technology and business strategy, but Forbes cited Apple’s
“unbelievable innovation” as a key driver of its achievement. It was also clear to us that Apple had done it through
outstanding performance in all areas defined within our
BICI approach. It was the company that was revered the
world over for its beautiful designs, ingenious products
and charismatic user experiences. It also demonstrated a

Another example of our efforts in the beauty domain of BICI is the
Entropy Table. Through this design we explored how emerging production 3D printing will enable designers to create aesthetics that have not
been possible with conventional manufacturing processes.

commitment to making a positive impact in the world, or
as its co-founder and CEO Steve Jobs put it, “We’re here
to make a dent in the universe.”
Achieving such success in this way generated an incalculable impact on the global business community. Apple’s
success sensitized the world to the power of excelling in
all of these areas. Virtually every company that came to
LUNAR for help wanted to be like Apple and wanted us to
help them do it.
We wrote a white paper about Apple’s success that
led LUNAR’s president, John Edson, IDSA, to write a book
called Design Like Apple. The book outlines this framework
to help explain, in part, why we believed Apple was so successful up to that point in time.
Found within this framework today are enormous
opportunities for all creatives:
n		 It is possible to be generally proficient in all of the areas
within the BICI framework. McKinsey & Company originated the term “T-shaped person” to describe this type
of professional.
n		 It is also possible to be an I-shaped person as a professional with deep expertise in one of these areas, but
with less breadth stretching into other areas.
n		 A third option is to be what we refer to as an exploded
T-shaped person. This orientation pursues depth in
one area of the framework while maintaining good
empathy and connection with the other aspects of the
framework.

While we have spent our careers working within and
developing general proficiency in all the areas within the
framework, today we are refocusing our growth on our
favorite part of BICI: creating beauty. Hence the two of us
are following the exploded T-shaped approach as we have
traveled full circle from starting off as industrial designers
to running a full-service design firm and are now returning
to the same passion that energized us 30 years ago—but
within a broader skill and knowledge base.
Over the last three decades, we have been fortunate to
contribute to industry through the design and engineering of
hundreds and hundreds of well-received products. It’s been
a thrill for us to have worked across the four areas of BICI
while we experienced how achieving outstanding results in
these areas helped maximize our clients’ successes and
enriched the lives of the people who used those products.
These products also brought great personal and professional satisfaction to us and to those involved with creating
and developing them.
We are now excited to be shifting from running a company to returning to our roots as industrial designers focusing on the beauty domain of BICI. We hope our musings
assist you in exploring whether your interests lie in becoming
a T-, an I- or an exploded T-shaped person and whether your
passions lie in one, several or all of the beauty, ingenuity,
charisma and impact domains. n
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Benjamin Beck is the CDO and co-founder of ELEVEN. With more than 30 years of professional design experience in consulting and corporate worlds, he has received numerous design awards. His proven design leadership and unique process has resulted in 50 design and
utility patents worldwide. He has been featured in Time and Newsweek magazines, to name a few.

THE THREADS THAT
CONNECT US

I

f you are an industrial designer, you’ve likely had that experience when while explaining what you do
you purposefully omit the word “industrial.” Given the name, it isn’t surprising that many people would
assume we design factories or chic industrial-inspired interiors (as a Pinterest search would see it). At

times, we can feel a little overshadowed by the ubiquitous professions of architecture and engineering. Yet
what we do is ever so important in humanizing our manufactured goods, breathing a soul into what so often
can be inanimate and lifeless.
As we move from an industrial society to
a post-digital biological one, the definition
of what we do has shifted to encompass
more. Yet we still often design for manufacturing, create objects as tools, even though
the ways of making have evolved from
heavy industry to a transformative industry,
including digital printing, digital knitting and
lab-grown methods of manufacturing.
It is worthwhile to grasp the history of
it all, looking back to help us move forward. Our ancestors, bless their industrious souls, worked to define the true
meaning of being human, to outthink their foes, survive
through ingenuity and create handcrafted tools that became
an extension of themselves and their families. What would
surface over time would be the rise in demand for marketsupplied goods. A lesser known precursor to the Industrial
Revolution was called the industrious revolution, coined by
Japanese demographic historian Akira Hayami and later presented by Jan de Vries, a professor of history and economics, as the period between 1600 and 1800 that saw the rise
of the production and consumption of goods. Eventually, a
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formalized profession called industrial design
was born from a deep human need to tame
the revolution of the industrial machine.
There is an unsung story that underlies a profession that builds better tools
for the masses to improve our daily lives.
I am uplifted to see the groundswell in our
profession that is not singularly focused
on the bottom line or ROI but more on the
reasons why we are producing these goods,
services and experiences. What motivates our work are
the human needs, wants and desires inside the conditions impacting the moments in a person’s life in which
they need help. The storyline defines the experience of our
humanness and our yearning for civility.
Why examine these interconnected threads? We’ve
all found ourselves together in this field of work, but have
come from many different places. Some discovered it late
in life, some during their school years and some, like me,
were born into it, each coming with a perspective to share
that contributes to the collective wisdom, because we all
will play a part in building the future.

My Prehistory
My earliest memories growing up in design include the
mechanized hum of the model shop and the acrid smell
of rubber cement, Bondo and cigarettes. These were the
activities of my industrious parents’ studio in the rural hills
outside Syracuse, NY. They worked hard and played hard,
but at the end of every day, loved life. Meet George and
Dale, my dad and mom. George Beck, FIDSA, (top, right)
was an industrial designer, and Dale Hanson Beck, IDSA,
(bottom, right) was an architect and interior designer. They
briefly met in their earlier careers during professional collaborations between General Electric and Gamble-Skogmo
designing a line of radios. Flash forward 15 years when they
were reunited and eventually married, blending their two
families in 1958. My journey in the design world began one
year later. In the years between, my mom had worked at
Raymond Loewy Associates in Manhattan, as well as spent
time in Minneapolis designing in the fields of business interiors and furniture. My father had earned a healthy amount
of respect at GE. Joining the company in 1934 at its
Bridgeport location under Ray Patten, he worked for eight
years on radio receivers and home appliances until shifting
focus to radar and radio equipment for the armed forces
during World War II. He was then named industrial design
manager of the new GE Electronics Park in Syracuse in
1946. During his journey he was president of the Industrial
Designers Institute (IDI) in 1955–57 and was influential in the
merger of the three design organizations at the time (IDI,
ASID, IDEA) to become IDSA in 1965.
My father and mother combined their talents to create
Beck Associates in the glacier valleys of central New York
in 1964, providing industrial and interior design services.
Lifelong bonds were formed through the professional thread
of friendships within the area’s vibrant design community.
My parents, Art and BJ Pulos, and Jim and Sara Pirkl were
a close triangle of friends who shared many great times
together seamlessly intertwining work and play. Their celebration of life in the world of design and debates fueled
many discussions at the many social events and design
conferences, like IDSA, Icsid and Design Dialogue (an intimate design conference in central New York).

My Journey
My life was forever changed with the unexpected and
untimely passing of my mentor, role model, friend and father
in February 1977. Reflecting back, the strength of family,
friends and the design community helped us heal and lift
our spirits as we wrapped up Beck Associates over the
following year.
When it was time for college, I chose to attend RISD for
its strong foundational program. It didn’t take long to figure
out where my focus would be best suited, as I was drawn to
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solving problems and helping people with a creative output
that didn’t require an artist’s signature. The RISD industrial
design program taught more than the basics through the
leadership of Marc Harrison, Bob O’Neal, Tom Berenger and
Ken Hunnibell, among other brilliant teachers. Together they
opened my eyes to critical human-centered design thinking.
After graduation, I worked for Peter Bressler, FIDSA,
who whipped me into shape with his no BS straightshooting attitude and strong will to solve any problem no
matter how challenging. At that time, the studio was a
10–15-person multidisciplinary team and very hands-on. I
felt at home again.
From there, I gained new perspectives working within
corporate and larger consulting groups in Boston. Working
with the best in the business, along with my childhood
memories of Beck Associates, guided me to explore finding
the right team to build a new kind of business. Partnering
with a fellow designer, Glen Walter, ELEVEN was formed.
We would lead the creative side, while Doug Marsden
and Dave Harting established the engineering arm. There
was something fortuitous about the timing. Tech was sizzling between 1996 and 2000, as well as sporting goods,
housewares and furniture industries. Our business plan was
simple: Spend 30 percent of our time focused on licenseand venture/royalty-based work and 70 percent on fee-forservice work, which kept the lights on until the ROI started
to pay off. This approach helped us become recession resilient, allowing us to ride the ups and downs of the economy.
Twenty years later and with a bit grayer hair, we con-
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tinue to evolve what it means to “turn it up to 11.” We have
a wider lens on our future, while our talented team has a
clear focus on utilizing insights to solve problems. We call it
“powers of perspective.” Human insights, emerging social
trends, solution-driven aesthetics and deep technological
knowledge drive our work. We’ve grown to apply these
researched insights to business strategy, opportunity mapping, product design, engineering, interaction and brand
communication. As Buckminster Fuller noted, “A designer is
an emerging synthesis of artist, inventor, mechanic, objective economist and evolutionary strategist.” We are a unique
profession in our ability to both analyze the inputs while
creating a multitude of outputs that have the potential to
be truly life changing. Whatever we keep evolving into, I
feel the great fortune of being in such outstanding company
surrounded by a tremendous team of renaissance thinkers.
The threads that have been knitting our day-to-day
stories and experiences are the strongest expression of
humanity being created. With civility in mind, we need to
look out for those who may be less fortunate or ill-equipped.
Instead of focusing on the divisions we see in our current
political climate, we have a call to look wider to solve the
challenges currently confronting humanity today and into
the future. If anyone is up to the challenge, it is this community of thinkers. We are constantly considering the human
experience at its highs and lows, and are deeply dedicated
to improving the well-being of all. Although it is no small
task, it is a commitment worth making, and why our profession is more than a job—it is a way of life. n

mdg56@drexel.edu
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By Mike Glaser
http://drexel.edu/westphal/

Mike Glaser is an associate professor and program director of product design at Drexel University’s Antoinette
Westphal College of Media Arts & Design. With 25 years of design experience, his focus is on educating designers and non-designers alike in developing an applied design way of being that ignites a person’s will to create.

From Designer to Thinker-Maker

THE EVOLUTION OF DESIGN

O

n the heels of National Industrial Design Day, it feels appropriate to encourage a dialog around
the question, “What is design and what will it become in the future?” Please allow me the liberty to be a provocateur and propose a vision of design’s future:

In 2030, after emerging from an era of Orwellian control, populations around the planet have returned
to an age of enlightenment fueled by an applied
design-centric education. Scientists using
advanced neuroimaging technology have
discovered that human progress was
stunted by a constant diet of Common
Core education, reality TV and sugar.
This steady attack on our gray matter
produced generations of individuals
deficient in empathy, critical thinking
and intuition. Scientists measuring
brain stimulation determined that the
best solution for reversing the effects
of this human devolution was a design
education consisting of curiosity-based
exploration, playful experimentation, critical
thinking, abductive logic, sense making and
novel problem-solving, combined with the
development of one’s individual affinity.
This new educational approach has
been so successful that design is no longer
an independent subject but has been integrated into all academic and vocational pursuits,
and at all educational levels. This new breed
of student, ignited with the will to create, is not
called a “designer,” but is known as the intellectual maker, or “thinker-maker.” In short, design as
we know it has dissolved, replaced by the practice of
design doing along with the development of a self-actualized
affinity. Upon entering the world, students have taken the
soul of design into new and uncharted fields; they no longer
see themselves as designers, but as engineers, politicians,
nurses, parents, scientists, etc.

lumiware: A light therapy device for people with Seasonal Affective Disorder. The glasses emit a blue LED light that is reflected
onto the user’s eyes, helping to increase serotonin levels in order to mitigate depression. By student Troy Hudson.
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How Did We Get to Where We Are Today?
My own design career started in 1983 when I was fresh
out of the University of Cincinnati with a degree in industrial
design. I entered the workforce at the tail end of what I call
the era of process manipulation, a time when a designer’s
value lay in creating innovation by manipulating materials,
processes and distribution in an effort to create new markets. In the late ’90s this quickly transformed into the era of
disruptive technologies. With Moore’s Law in full swing, lowcost computing and a tsunami of investment in technological advancement made this a time when a designer’s value
was in integrating technology into everything to redefine
and transform markets. The 2000s saw the development
of designing for customer delight by building brand loyalty
around connecting tangible and digital lifestyle products,
and a designer’s value was in creating innovative customer
experiences. Moving into the late 2010s, design has fractured into a range of specializations, causing designers to
self-select fields in which to trade that vary from design for
good to UX design. All of these trends, however, pale in
comparison to the next stage, for we are now at the cusp
of the era of disruptive ideas. (“Disruptive” here means
an unexpected development that creates a new desire or
perception in the market that ultimately displaces products,
markets, services and now other ideas.)
In The Third Wave and its companion book,
Revolutionary Wealth, futurist Alvin Toffler explains that
society’s eras emerge like waves, with each new wave disrupting the past until the past catches up with us. As Toffler
envisioned, we are witnessing the last dying vestiges of the
post-industrial aristocracy desperately fighting to milk every
last petrodollar from the global population. Meanwhile, we
are at the crest of the third wave, the technetronic or
information age, and are accelerating toward the fourth
wave as ubiquitous technology surrounds the planet
with artificial intelligence, quantum computing and other
advancements that are shaping our future economic and
political landscapes. We are on track to inhabit distant
planets, extend our lives past the limits of geriatrics, create new life forms through genetic manipulation and scour
the earth and mine the heavens harvesting raw materials
to create incredible machines such as the Hadron Collider.

Play with Your Food/Tortilla Puzzle: Laser-cut tortillas hand painted with
edible beet and matcha tea dyes. By student Lily McClure.
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The will to create is ignited as students develop a design way of being through three character traits that are activated, rather than taught.

On a different frontier, gamers and programmers are diving
headlong into creating the enhanced virtual reality realm.
Hopefully, all this leads us to ponder the ultimate question for the future, “What mediates human potential when
we have the means to create or destroy anything we
desire?” From my designer’s perspective, the answer is
human empathy and the ethical production of ideas.
Where Does This Leave Us?
Design will need to evolve from a vocation to a way of
being and from a profession of design to a pedagogy for
thinker-makers. In this new value, design as a construct
will continue to play an important role in human endeavors,
not in design outcomes but in a way that instills creators
with appropriate human-centered ideas. This way of being
will act as the ethical arbiter of the imagination. Just as
designers are the advocates for human-centric solutions,
the thinker-maker of the future will need to be the standard
bearer of human-centric awareness in disruptive ideas.
Melvin Kranzberg, a noted history professor, stated in his
first law of technology that “technology is neither good nor

bad; nor is it neutral.” This statement implicates the role
of human decision-making in a determinist application of
technology, a point that will be even more critical in the era
of disruptive ideas.
Enter the Thinker-Maker
The thinker-maker of the future, who has a deep foundation
in applied design thinking, creative problem-solving and
sense making, is being educated at Drexel University today.
This foundation instills a way of being and doing that ignites
students’ will to create. Thinker-makers do not necessarily
see themselves as designers, and don’t consider the outcome of their actions to be design. They combine design
with math, science, engineering, culinary arts, humanities,
politics and entrepreneurship, among many other endeavors. In their design education, attention is shifted away from
applying design as an outcome-driven vocation or specialty
toward an affinity-driven pursuit. (An affinity in this context is
a focus of interest or ability outside of or along with the pursuit of being a designer.) The added affinity is used to guide
design into new and uncharted applications. Bluntly speak-
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Changing the educational model from a vocation to a way of being allows students to develop their individual affinities, thus empowering students to
apply design in new ways. This enables them to own and trade on their own respective values.

ing, imagine an era of ubiquitous making when everyone
has access to tools to create, produce, distribute and
fund solutions, no matter how ridiculous—everyone will
be a designer. Our program, by shifting to an affinity-based
design education instead of a concentration- or specialistbased education, creates thinker-makers who are empowered to trade on their own value.
Coming full circle, we return our focus to education and
its pivotal role in the future of design by its ability to craft the
meaning of design. A decade ago, designers were educated
on the premise that design was both a verb and a noun:
“design” as in the thing and “design” as in the act. This
distinction is now blurred. What this ultimately means is that
design as a way of being will be as ubiquitous as information. I’m therefore advocating that everyone be trained with
a core of design doing.
Drexel started its Product Design program with a clean
sheet of paper and has shifted the paradigm of design
education from practitioner to influencer. Here the core of
design doing (what I call the golden nugget) is instilled as a
foundation, not a specialty. Students now centered in design
doing can focus on broadening their impact by adding an
affinity of their choosing. This mashup between design and
affinity is powerful; students steeped in traditional design
skills are eager to disrupt markets that never had design.
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Our students are mixing design with culinary arts, material
science, film and biomedical engineering, to name a few.
Metaphorically, the education model for this type of
learning is no longer a funnel but a pond. In a funnel model,
a divergent set of students move through a program structured to mold them into the image of a designer defined by
the school. In Drexel’s model of a pond, a diverse set of students jump into the program and self-direct their educational
experience, interacting with the other students in a community setting. Students study an applied design curriculum
along with a self-directed affinity. When they launch into the
world, they are empowered to take design in new directions.
It appears to be working: We are attracting a wide
range of nontraditional design students. Of the product
design students enrolled in our program, 60 percent come
in as self-described math and science kids with not a lick
of creative training, stating that they want to do something
different and non-traditional. While we are a young program,
Drexel Product Design has a nearly perfect placement rate
with no two graduates taking the same job path.
In closing, I want to put out a call to designers and
educators to move past focusing on just the perceived
educational needs of today to start developing curricula to
prepare students to lead the thinker-maker movement of the
future. The world and the future will thank us. n

broderman@in2innovation.com

n

By Brian Roderman, FIDSA, and Luke Jordan, IDSA
ljordan@in2innovation.com n www.linkedin.com/company/in2-innovation

Mí Día From Scratch uses the LRS pager system as part of their service ecosystem. Images: Casey Benson

Brian Roderman, president of IN2 Innovation, has worked as a design and innovation consultant for more than 28
years. A frequent public speaker, he is active with IDSA, having held six terms on the national Board of Directors. He
was recently recognized as an IDSA Fellow and one of 50 Notable IDSA Members. n Luke Jordan is an innovation
strategist at IN2 Innovation. He has a passion for helping teams apply creativity and design to solve big problems. He
also serves as Chair of the Atlanta Chapter of IDSA, where he focuses on enhancing creative talent and fostering the
professional network. His background is industrial design, along with foreign languages and communication.

MODERNIZING THE
CONSUMER WAIT EXPERIENCE

C

reating new experiences is a major focus in innovation today. Brands are pushing to connect to
consumers in new ways through holistic ecosystems that span a variety of engagement points. It is
a push beyond traditional products and services to create deeper, more meaningful connections.
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But what does that really mean? What does innovating for
experiences look like? For example, think about the experience of your favorite restaurant. Imagine going with friends
on a busy weekend. It’s lively, filled with people laughing
and talking with good music in the background. Someone
walks by with a plate of food that gets you even hungrier
while you picture what you’re about to eat. Maybe you get a
cold drink while you catch up with your friends before finally
digging into that delicious meal.
In short, it’s a full experience, one that engages all your
senses. That’s what we’re trying to capture through experience innovation. It’s pushing the thinking beyond any one
product or touchpoint. The question is, how you can design
the experience to make it even better.
Innovating the Experience of Waiting
In our practice, experience innovation often starts with
uncovering and analyzing pain points, the places where
someone’s experience is not so pleasant. In the restaurant example, there’s a big one: the waiting. When you’re
out with your friends and family, you want to put your energy
and attention on them, rather than concentrating on the
wait time.
We studied this through a collaboration between our
firm, IN2 Innovation, and the guest experience technology
company LRS. Our team mapped people’s waiting experi-
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ences in a wide spectrum of places: hospitals and healthcare, logistics companies, entertainment, education and, of
course, at restaurants.
Let’s break down the wait time. We find this holds true
in most instances where you have to wait, especially when
food is involved. The best-case scenario: Your wait time flies
by. Suddenly, it’s your turn and you barely thought about
how long you had been waiting because you were busy
having fun with those around you. The worst-case scenario,
on the other hand, is that all you do is think about it. You
feel every second drag by, and your attention fully focuses
on how long it is taking, on every agonizing moment that
crawls by. It’s no fun, until you finally get your turn.
Obviously, the better overall experience is the blinkand-it’s-over wait. So how can a restaurant help foster
that? One way is through clear communication. There are a
few systems a restaurant might use for communicating to
waiting guests: You can take a number, they can call your
name, they could send a text to your phone or they can
give you a pager
Taking a Number. Through our research, we discovered that taking a number is not so great. Not only does it
feel relatively impersonal (and remind people of the DMV),
we observed something interesting. Every time a number is
called, almost everyone’s attention goes there. The number
calling dominates the waiting process. It adds noise to the
system, which disrupts the flow of conversation—and calls
attention to the wait.
Calling Your Name. Calling out people’s names has
a similar effect. Who did they just call? Was that us? It
becomes a huge part of people’s focus. The tendency is
to tune in to the names, which means tuning out friends
and family.
Sending a Text. An easy option, then, would be for the
restaurant to send you a text. Right? Today, this is where
most people’s minds go. Everyone has a phone, and we get
text notifications every day. You’d have a lot more freedom
to roam at will. Interestingly, this is an example where easy
does not equate to simple.
There are some obvious barriers—low battery, dropped
texts, sharing your number with a stranger—but, looking
deeper, there is an added psychological barrier as well.
Consider your phone. You use it for texts, emails, photos,
sports scores, games, social media, maybe even phone
calls. It is incredibly easy to check for a text and find your-

This simple journey map illustrates
people’s anxiety around waiting.

self browsing the internet. And
because we are programmed
to use the phone for all these
tasks, it is not such a simple
device. Using it to communicate
about waiting can be the easiest
way to check out, rather than tuning
in to those around you.
Just having a phone out can be intrusive, even if it’s off. There is an implied threat that
you’re just one button click or notification away from disengagement. And when one person does it, so does the next
and the next, and too often, the whole group winds up on
their phones. We see this over and over. It’s certainly OK
to use your phone, if you so choose—but better if the restaurant’s system allows you the option to stay unplugged.
Using a Pager. This brings us to the pager. The concept has been around for a while, but even in our connected world, it holds up. The reason is that the pager is simple.
It has one job: Someone gives this device to you, and when
it goes off, you give it back in exchange for a table, a food
order, your prescription, your turn at go-carts, etc.
The pager serves as an (almost literal) handshake that
says, “We’ve got you. You’re important, you’re in the system, and you’re OK to get back to your friends.” You can
hold it or put it on the table for everyone to see, and all you
do is respond when it lights up and buzzes. In other words,
the pager simplifies the interaction so you can get back to
your friends and family.
All this has a lot to do with a concept called cognitive
load. If something is simple and straightforward, you

don’t tend to put much thought
into it at all. But the more complicated it gets, the more you keep
having to check in. This can make a
wait time feel longer and more stressful because your attention is on that and
not a lot else. That’s a lot closer to the
worst-case scenario we mentioned before.
The Service Side
There is another perspective at play here: the restaurant’s.
It owns the overall experience from the moment you walk
in the door. The pager can help the restaurant deliver in a
few ways.
Notably, when you give someone a pager, they are less
likely to leave. It greatly increases the chances the person
will actually stay through the wait. The pager acts like a
sort of tether. The relatively small emotional hurdle—actively
returning a pager and removing their name from the list—
keeps significantly more people in or near the restaurant.
On the other hand, there is no accountability for just walking
away if you don’t have to give something back.
This is good for a couple of reasons. First, obviously the
restaurant would like to serve as many people as possible—
this is how it makes its money. But keeping a consistent
waiting list also helps the guests. The whole process runs
more smoothly. Trying to seat people who have already left
causes a break in the flow. That downtime can lead to longer
or less predictable wait times.
With the pager itself, there is also a great deal of activity
behind the scenes to smooth out the process. The pager
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system creates data on actual behaviors. Restaurants
can use this information to optimize their staff and procedures to streamline their process. When you’re handed a
pager, you probably don’t think about what is happening in
the background—which, again, is one of the keys to helping
you have a better night out.

to finish. Here’s what their manager, Bryce Miller, had to
say when they implemented this new pager system: “[The
system] helps us to streamline the front of the house. We
give a guest a pager, and they can go get a margarita with
their friends. They kick back and relax, and it is easy to just
buzz them when we’re ready to seat them at their table.”

Bringing It All Together
In this case, the pager becomes the physical embodiment
of the waiting process. It is where the system for managing
the wait becomes tangible.
This context helped our team create a new pager
system with LRS. From a design standpoint, a modernized
experience should reinforce that we’ve-got-you feeling while
aesthetically blending into the restaurant’s ambience. It’s all
about providing clear communication in a simple, comfortable interaction with a look and feel that is relevant today.
The iconic Dallas-based restaurant Mí Día From Scratch
offers an amazing blend of flavor and atmosphere from start

True User Experience
From our perspective, creating a true user experience means
finding new ways to reduce complexity and enable moments
of delight. You can deliver this experience as a product or a
service through digital or physical touchpoints. And by striving to balance all of those, you elevate something as seemingly simple as a pager beyond the product itself.
The fact is, a lot of the time people will barely notice.
And they shouldn’t have to; it’s not their problem. Often,
that is the best way to know when you get it right—the user
can simply sit back and enjoy a great night out.
That’s what experience innovation is all about. n

The pager is the physical connection point, the handshake, that tells the client “We’ve got you.”
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